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A LITTLE BIT ABOUT US
Colourful CPD is the leading provider of non-clinical CPD for all roles in
veterinary practice. Whilst many in practice perceive non-clinical training to
be less important to their role, it is without doubt fundamental to the success
of any practice. 

Colourful CPD’s mission is to help ALL roles in practice contribute to the 4
outcomes of successful veterinary practice:

Colourful CPD is owned by Brian Faulkner and run by Sophie Lo Curto.

Director 
& Founder

Operations
& Marketing
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We understand how busy life in practice can be, so for this reason there is no
time limit on any of our courses. Once purchased, it’s yours for life and you
can work through it at a pace that suits you.

www.colourfulcpd.com



MANAGEMENT

This certificate has allowed me to upskill considerably. I can 
confidently say that I now understand how a practice is run and 

how to effectively manage one. 10/10 recommend!

Certificate in Veterinary Practice 
Management: CertNCS (VPM)

50 HOURS CPD

£999 +VAT

Have a basic understanding of the structure of the veterinary profession

and the regulations set.

Understand the concepts of macro and micro marketing. 

Understand the concepts of macro and micro clinical management. 

Define the difference between price, cost and value. 

Understand the regulation relating to employment.

Understand and recognise core PMS skills relevant to each role in

practice, and support colleagues through the PMS system.

Develop a system for internal and external maintenance of the practice. 

Understand and define resilience and positive mental health. 

At the end of this certificate you will:

Overview

This certificate is appropriate to those who have

worked in the veterinary profession before and are now

moving into management or those who have worked as

a manager outside of the veterinary profession and

now work within veterinary practice.

It provides a grounding in the legal, theoretical and

procedural skills that are required to really understand

and manage a veterinary practice. 

IRISH 
VERSION 
AVAILABLE
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MANAGEMENT

With limited time for CPD, it's great to be able to hone in on a 
specific subject area of management and improve my skills.

50 HOURS CPD

£999 +VAT

Other Management Courses
101 Templates you need to prepare for the RCVS Practice Standards Scheme
The psychology of 'having a quiet word' with misbehaving colleagues (4hrs)
Key Performance Indicators in Veterinary Practice (1hr)
Marketing Veterinary Practices (2hrs)
Pricing and Management Accounts (1hr)
Human Resources for Veterinary Practice (2hrs)

Certificate in Veterinary 
Entrepreneurship: CertNCS (VE)
Overview

This certificate is designed for those who wish to set up a new start-up

veterinary practice. It provides a grounding in the legal, theoretical, and

procedural knowledge and skills that are required to comply with business

owner and employer regulations.

Introduction to business 

Practice Premises

IT Systems

Finance & Accounting

Marketing theory 

Regulations relating to clinical practice

Leadership, Culture & Strategy theory

Human Resources for Ops Managers

Areas covered in this certificate are:
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NURSES

I really enjoyed this certificate. It has help ed me gain knowledge &
confidence within nursing consults again & reminded me just why I

love that aspect of nursing & building relationships with the clients. 
I’d definitely recommend to others!

100 HOURS CPD

£699 +VAT

FREE 
taster course

available worth
2 hours CPD

Certificate in Veterinary Nurse 
Consulting: CertNCS (RVN Cons)

Feel prepared for any type of consultation, ready to anticipate potential 

challenges and opportunities and manage these confidently.

Turn plans for a nurse consulting service in practice into a reality.

Be confident in delegation, direction and legislation.

At the end of this certificate you will:

Overview

This in-depth certificate is delivered through a

combination of webinars, course work, assessments and

workshops. It provides veterinary nurses with the full range

of key skills to enable them to run and deliver

consultations confidently and effectively, for the benefit

of the animals, their owners and the practice. On

completion, veterinary nurses will be entitled to use the

post-nominals, CertNCS (RVN Cons).

After an initial Introductory Module which sets the

groundwork for the rest of the course, students move on

to look at the legislation that affects the veterinary

professions and then the all important subjects of Client

Satisfaction and Wellbeing and Morale, where self-

doubt and confidence are explained and discussed.
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NURSES

I very much enjoyed this 
course. Even doing the job for 
a number of years now it still 

taught me a lot of new things. 
It was very informative.
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Colourful Consulting for Veterinary 
Nurses: A short introduction

3 HOURS CPD £49 +VAT

Understand the principles of client satisfaction.

Have a better approach to nurse consultations.

At the end of this course you will:

Overview

This is a short introduction to nurse consulting; it offers suggestions for consulting

opportunities that may be available in veterinary practices and provides the key

skills necessary for veterinary nurses to deliver an effective consulting service.

Colourful Consulting for Veterinary Nurses: 
24 Webinar

15 HOURS CPD £249 +VAT

Overview

This course provides Veterinary nurses with in depth knowledge and skills

necessary to run successful nurse consultations.

Be aware of the various types of consults and the challenges they can pose.

Have a clear understanding of legislation.

At the end of this course you will:

I really enjoyed this course 
and felt like as I was 

progressing through it, so was 
my confidence an d ability to 

deliver consults in my 
practice.

www.colourfulcpd.com



I thoroughly enjoyed participating in the AVR Award and I am sad 
that it has now concluded. I've taken numerous courses over the 
years, but this one has been the most beneficial to me, and I've 

learned a lot about myself and how knowledgeable I am. I'd like to 
express my gratitude to Colourful CPD for assisting me in valuing 

myself and my colleagues even higher than I had previously!

5 HOURS CPD £25+VAT

The Silver Level builds upon the Bronze level by helping receptionists
understand how each of the areas covered in bronze are applied
within their practice. 

£250+VAT

25 HOURS CPD
Approx.

£300+VAT

25 HOURS CPD
Approx.

RECEPTIONISTS

The Accredited Veterinary 
Receptionist (AVR) Award
Overview

The Pre-clinical stage (first contact through to when the client arrives)
The Clinical stage (the Vet / Nurse consults)
The Post-Clinical stage (the finish & follow-up, including asking for payment)

The Accredited Veterinary Receptionist Award is a well-established course used
by receptionists working in veterinary practices all around the world. The course is
constructed around the interactions receptionists have with clients and
colleagues during the 3 stages of the Clinical-Client Journey:

1.
2.
3.

The Bronze Level is delivered as 25 bitesize tutorials that cover the
general principles relating to the core knowledge all vet receptionists
must know.

The final Gold level has been designed to incorporate a broader
range of skills to develop the breadth of professional skills relevant to
veterinary receptionists. 

The AVR award 
is available in 
Companion 

Animal, Equine 
& Farm Animal 

versions.
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Thank you so much for creating an award for VCA's.
I have really enjoyed all three levels. 

Bronze, Silver and Gold entail fabulous information
and I look forward to applying everything I've

learned. Doing this course made me realise how
much we do everyday as VCA's and just how

important our role is.

 £150+VAT  £200+VAT

3 HOURS CPD 25 HOURS CPD
Approx.

25 HOURS CPD
Approx.

VETERINARY CARE ASSISTANTS

The Veterinary Animal Care 
Assistant Award
Overview

The Veterinary Animal Care Assistant Award is designed for those aspiring

towards a career as an ACA/VCA/ANA/VNA and need a starting point into

the role, or for those who are already employed in this role and wish to

develop their knowledge and skills. This course would also be beneficial to

veterinary receptionists wishing to transfer into an animal care role. 

£50+VAT

Scan me to 
find out 

more about 
each level 
of the VCA 

Award.
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6 HOURS CPD

£499 +VAT

The concepts of the macro & micro-clinical history.

The psychological basis & impact of bias during clinical consultations.

The Symptoms-Species-Age method of generating a succinct but 
meaningful Differential Diagnosis list.

The 3 Reactive & Proactive clinical resolution strategies.

Integrating Clinical Reasoning & Consensus-Based decision making. 

The Bermuda Triangle Problem©.

Many other aspects of communication in veterinary practice.

The following features are unique to the Colourful Consultation© model:

Overview

The Colourful Consultation© model was designed for first opinion small animal

veterinary practitioners. The model begins ‘with the end in mind’, in that it is

designed to help vets purposefully pursue Colourful CPD’s 4 core outcomes of

an effective consultation – good Clinical, Client, Financial and Team outcomes,

whilst performing the five most common types of veterinary consultation in first

opinion practice. 

The 5 types of consultation are:

1.The primary consultation

2.The follow-up, re-check consultation

3.The preventative healthcare/vaccination consultations

4.The long-term medical patient & re-prescription check

5.The euthanasia consultation

VETS

This course gave me the boost I needed to improve my consulting 
skills and has given me more confidence when speaking to clients.
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25 HOURS CPD

£875 +VAT

Certificate in Veterinary Colourful 
Consulting: CertNCS (VCC)

A fantastic certificate which has elevated my consulting skills and 
provided me with confidence in carrying out all types of consultations. 
I would highly recommend it to anyone wishing to upskill in this area!

Overview

This certificate is designed for the first opinion small animal veterinary

practitioner. It blends the psychology, principles and practices required to

achieve Colourful CPD’s 4 core outcomes (clinical, client, financial & team)

during the five most common types of veterinary consultation in first opinion

practice. On completion of this certificate you are entitled to use the post-

nominals CertNCS(VCC).

Understanding & defining the concepts of macro & micro-clinical histories.

Recognising the potential for, & the impact of, psychological bias during 

clinical examination.

Understanding the importance of creating a problem list.

The 3 core clinical resolution strategies.

The process of consensus-based decision making.

Handling queries about charges, challenges about costs, & many other 

aspects of communication in veterinary practice.

Upon completion, you will be confident about:

The 5 types of consultation are:

1.The primary consultation

2.The follow-up, re-check consultation

3.The preventative healthcare / vaccination consultations

4.The long-term medical patient & re-prescription check

5.The euthanasia consultation

VETS
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VETS

100 HOURS CPD £950 +VAT

Certificate in Coaching Veterinary 
Consultations: CertNCS (CVC)

The challenges when taking the macro & micro-clinical histories.

The potential for & impact of psychological bias during clinical consults.

The importance of creating & articulating a problem list succinctly.

The 3 core clinical resolution strategies.

The process of consensus-based decision making.

Handling queries about charges, challenges about costs & many other 

aspects of communication in veterinary practice. 

Upon completion, you will be confident in coaching colleagues about:

Overview

This certificate is designed for those that wish to coach colleagues in how to

deliver the five most common types of veterinary consultation in first opinion

practice. On completion of this certificate you are entitled to use the post-

nominals CertNCS(CVC).

This FREE course focuses on defining,

understanding and developing self-

confidence. Developing self-confidence

begins by defining, understanding and

dealing with self-doubt.

The programme sets out the 6 drivers of Self-Doubt, all of which are inherent to

working in veterinary practice.

3 HOURS CPD FREE
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ALL ROLES
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Competent Veterinary Dispenser Award

5 HOURS CPD

Be aware of the different mental and physical stages of bereavement.

At the end of this course you will:

1.5 HOURS CPD

Understand the difference between

prescribing and dispensing.

Feel confident handling, storing, acquiring

and receiving veterinary medicines

At the end of this course you will:

Overview

This award is a simple way to ensure that non-veterinary colleagues are

competent with dispensing medications, and therefore compliant with the

regulations set by the RCVS and Veterinary Medicines Directorate.

Overview

This course relates to the care that teams frequently provide for their clients

at the end of their animals’ lives. It is appropriate for anyone who supports or

deals with clients during this difficult time.

Bereavement and End of Life Support

£25 +VAT

£100 +VAT
This course is delivered in 

bitesize chunks that prevent 
overload, and it is explained 

simply but extensively for 
differing abilities.

Companion Animal 
& Equine Versions

I have been a receptionist for 8
years and I  really enjoyed this

dispensing course. I have learnt
so much. Great course!

www.colourfulcpd.com



Understanding the Veterinary Profession Better (1hr)

5 things that every role in veterinary practice needs to know (1hr)

5 things relating to mental health that everyone in veterinary practice 

should know (1hr)

Take control of your practice's carbon footprint - the vital role of 

receptionists in sustainability (1hr)

Getting off on the right foot in your first job (1hr)

The Vet Whisperer (3hrs) - see page 10

We also offer several FREE short courses:

BITESIZE

Free Courses

Stock Management and Stock Control (1hr)

Dealing with challenging situations at reception (4hrs)

The psychology of confidence for veterinary receptionists (4hrs)

Becoming reception team leader: what do I need to know? (3hrs)

The psychology of confidence for veterinary nurses (4hrs)

The Basics about Veterinary Anatomy, Symptoms & their Treatment

Promoting your preventative healthcare plan: Management, Vets, Nurses 

and Receptionists (1hr)

We offer the following bitesize courses:

Bitesize Courses
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The Perfect Puppy Experience (2hrs)
Aimed at all front of house staff and veterinary 

nurses who deal directly with puppy owners, 

either in person or over the telephone, on a 

daily basis. It covers the entire puppy client 

journey from start to finish and equips each 

member of staff to play their role in delivering 

the perfect puppy experience.

www.colourfulcpd.com



Silver & Gold levels of the Farm Animal AVR award

The Vet Nurse Whisperer

Certificate in Veterinary IT: CertNCS (IT)

Preparing for your VMD inspection

The following courses are being released soon: 

COMING SOON

Coming in 2023

Did you know?
We understand how busy life in practice can be, so for this reason, we don't 

put a time limit on any of our courses. Once purchased, the course is yours 

for life, and you can work through it at 

a pace that suits you.

We are constantly expanding our portfolio of courses and can't wait to bring

you more. 

Receive 
news and 

offers 
straight to 
your inbox
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WITH THANKS TO 
OUR PARTNERS

GET IN TOUCH

Email
contact@colourfulcpd.com

FAQ's
colourfulcpd.com/faqs

Course prices quoted are subject to change.


